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EDITORIAL

The news of UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson being shifted to 
the intensive care unit (ICU) of a specialist London hospital 
sent shockwaves not only across Whitehall but indeed 

around the world. 

As Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi joined world leaders in 
wishing him a speedy recovery, the sheer war-footing on which the 
world is trying to fight against the so-far intractable invisible enemy 
came into sharp focus. 
 
Business and industry chiefs have been gradually coming to terms 
with the initial shockwaves from the coronavirus pandemic to join 
this war effort with what they do best – innovate and think out of 
the box to try and unleash some unconventional solutions. From 
automotive manufacturers to vacuum cleaner companies trying 
to reinvent their production lines for the weapons required in this 
particular war against coronavirus, such as ventilators, to alcohol 
producers churning out hand sanitisers, entrepreneurs across the 
globe have been lining up to help shift gears into recovery mode. 
 
The journey to recovery from this 21st century war effort will 
undoubtedly be a long-winded one but with India’s proven track 
record on entrepreneurial zeal and frugal innovation, Indian 
companies will certainly be at the forefront of the post-war 
revival. ‘India Global Business’ will be keeping a close eye on 
these success stories and present a comprehensive look at how 
India’s entrepreneurial drive plays out across specific sectors but 
meanwhile, it is worth saluting the efforts already in play in the  
hope of weaponising the world’s COVID-19 fightback.

India, US bolster 
engagement on COVID-19

Over the first two decades 
of the current century, 
India and the US have 

developed what many strategic 
analysts and diplomats have 
described as “the defining 
relationship of the 21st century”. 
In engaging so closely with the 
US, India has had to finesse its 
relationship with its northern 
neighbour and rising hegemon, 
China. The COVID-19 pandemic 
and the reactions of the three 
countries to it reflect the realities 
of India’s bilateral relations  
with each. 

In a gesture of friendship, India’s 
Narendra Modi government 
has lifted its earlier ban on the 
export of Hydroxychloroquine 
tablets to, among other things, 
facilitate supplies to the US 
at President Donald Trump’s 
request. This drug has been 
found effective in treating 
coronavirus cases. 

Then, India and the US are collaborating on developing a new 
vaccine for coronavirus, and the Trump administration has allowed 
companies such as Abbot, Sanofi Pasteur and GM to enter bulk 
supply contracts with India for diagnostic kits and ventilator 
machines. Such deals are being permitted only for the US’s closest 
friends and allies 

Contrast this with the very transactional dealings that both countries 
have had with China on the COVID-19 fallout. Both the US and India 
want to buy protective personal equipment (PPE) and ventilators 
from China. That’s it! 

The truth is that India’s ties with the US are multi-layered and both 
broad and deep. So, the collaboration on the pandemic is just an 
extension of the ongoing strategic engagement that various arms of 
the two governments and multiple stakeholders in the private sector 
are already engaged in. This stands in sharp contrast to the clearly 
buyer-seller dynamics of ties the two countries have with China.

Pro-active and pre-emptive. These are the two operative 
strategies in play when assessing the performance of global 
leaders currently battling the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Among them, Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi has stamped 
out his credentials as a visionary. Demonstrably agile and 
adaptive to the current crisis, PM Modi has also set out blueprints 
for business continuity, ensuring that his cabinet resonates the 

Modi lays out a post 
pandemic exit strategy 

message of optimism. Reforms and exit strategies are 
the buzzword. 

Internally, India fights the virus with the vigour that its 
diversity offers. The report card has been positive. Using 
this optimism, Modi has urged his ministers to prepare 
for major decisions and mark out areas of priority while 
implementing reforms. 

The philosophy for India’s exit 
strategy is in place – ‘Make in 
India’ and reduce dependence 
on other countries. Leveraging 
this, India will be reasserting 
its reputation as a global power 
across a world also being 
ravaged by the pandemic. 

India’s strength is its credibility. 
The prime minister’s tweet 
to leaders of SAARC nations 
asking for a strategy to combat 
future pandemics highlights his 
ability to unite and re-energise 
the region and, in doing so, 
New Delhi has underlined the 
need for multilaterism, a quality 
lacking globally. 

Modi’s call is a healing 
gesture. It underscores India’s 
reputation as a responsible  
and collaborative global player 
with a capacity to lead from  
the front. 

Industry in Britain joins 
in COVID-19 fightback
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GLOBALLY SPEAKING 

Can we really trust Zoom?
by Manoj Ladwa

We are all ‘zooming’ 
these days. But can we 
trust the platform that 
is taking over our lives? 
India Inc. Group Founder 
and CEO Manoj Ladwa 
asks the tough questions 
that will make us sit up 
and think.

Zoom has become the video 
conferencing platform of choice 
during this period of lockdown. 

From governments using it for cabinet 
meetings to businesses conducting 
board meetings, to families trying to 
stay connected with their near and 
dear ones. In fact, this week, I even 
attended a funeral by Zoom of one 
of our dear family friends who sadly 
succumbed to the coronavirus. We 
are all zooming these days. But can 
we really trust the platform that has 
become so all prevailing in our  
daily lives?

A recent news item that said Zoom 
routed some of its calls through China 
has only served to raise the levels of 
wariness that a lot of users, including 
myself, are starting to feel. 

The facts of the case
Questions have been asked about the 
level of privacy on Zoom ever since 
analysts discovered that the platform’s 
installer software doesn’t warn users 

that it contains codes that send data 
to Facebook and other third parties 
and that the software has bugs that 
can be used to spy on people. These 
facts are also mentioned in a lawsuit 
filed against Zoom in the US in  
March 2020 alleging unauthorised 
passing of sensitive personal data  
to third parties.

Then, Zoom changed its claim of 
offering end-to-end encryption – that 
it was encrypting data at every point 
from origin to finish and even in transit 
over Zoom servers – to say it offers 
only “encryption” after US magazine 
Intercept found this claim to be false.

A new term, called “Zoom bombing” 
has gained currency in recent times 
following multiple instances of 
unauthorised people gaining entry 
into virtual meetings that do not 
require passwords to access – as 
more than 2.2 million new users 
across the world, ranging from 
locked down members of families to 

Highlights
• Zoom’s installer software 

doesn’t warn users that it 
contains codes that send 
data to Facebook and other 
third parties and that the 
software has bugs that can 
be used to spy on people. 

• There have been multiple 
instances of unauthorised 
people gaining entry into 
virtual meetings that do 
not require passwords to 
access, which is now being 
called ‘Zoom bombing.’ 

• This can lead to serious 
national security breaches, 
massive corporate 
espionage opportunities or 
just plain harassment for 
many people. 
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GLOBALLY SPEAKING 

corporate executives, have logged 
on to Zoom in the first three months 
of this year alone in the wake of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

I read about two shocking incidents 
of Zoom bombing on Sky News today. 
In one, hackers intruded into an 
online geography class for 13-year-
old girls in Singapore and streamed 
photographs of male genitalia on 
their screens. They also passed lewd 
remarks. This forced the authorities 
to stop further classes over Zoom till 
the security problems are resolved. In 
the second incident, a school in the 
US permanently banned Zoom after 
a naked man entered a password-
protected meeting and shouted  
racial slurs.

To me, these facts point to a grave 
security risk that all of us are 
exposing ourselves to. Then, although 
Zoom is an American company, the 
fact that it has routed some calls 
through Chinese servers only adds to 
the level of anxiety. Zoom has clarified 
that it was done in an emergency to 
deal with the massive extra traffic it 
was suddenly getting, but…

The danger
I take the issue of data security very 
seriously. Some countries, including 
India, have brought in laws to regulate 
the use of personal data and many 
more are considering doing so.

We will start generating much greater 
amounts of data as ‘work from home’ 
becomes the norm in some sectors 
and more acceptable in others and 
many more companies and their 

employees jump on to this as a 
workable alternative to paying heavy 
rents in prime city locations.

As more data, some of it poorly 
encrypted (as in the case of Zoom), 
flies back and forth between distant 
corners of the earth, and as more 
families and private individuals log 
on to platforms like Zoom to stay in 
touch, it will become that much easier 
for hostile nations, corporate rivals, 
personal enemies or even pranksters 
and hackers to gain access to this 
information. And that can lead to 
serious national security breaches, 
massive corporate espionage 
opportunities or just plain harassment 
for a lot of people.

The alternatives
I must hasten to add here that my 
intent is not to slam Zoom. I am just 
pointing out a valid concern that 
I – as family person, friend, and 
someone who runs a business with 
many employees – and many others 
like me, have.

I’m delighted that Zoom has 
announced that it will not launch 
any new products or features for 90 
days and will, instead, use this time 
to enhance the platform’s security 
features. That’s good news for the 
future but still doesn’t resolve the 
immediate issue of the absence of an 
acceptable level of security.

I looked around for other apps and 
platforms that offer similar services 
but with much higher levels of security 
such as end-to-end encryption. 
Though I’m not an expert on this 

issue, I understand that Google Duo, 
which offers video chat services, 
has the highest level of security. The 
downside: the maximum group size is 
12. That should, however, suffice for 
most families and groups of friends 
and all but a very few corporate 
meetings.

Facetime is another possible 
substitute, but it’s open only to Apple 
users; it allows up to 32 users but 
will not run on Windows or Android 
devices. Cisco’s WeBex is another 
option but it doesn’t come free; it 
costs $12 per month for video calls 
with up to 150 participants.

And if you’re okay with lower levels of 
security, ie not end-to-end encryption, 
you can use Skype, Slack or even 
Facebook Messenger.

The solution
Video chatting with groups of friends, 
family and colleagues and virtual 
meetings, both official and personal, 
are a reality we will have to get used 
to. There’s no running away from that. 
The only way to ensure data security 
will to be use one of the more secure 
apps available. But some of them are 
not as easy to use as Zoom.

For most business people, the 
integrity of data and its security is 
paramount. But I understand that for 
some others, ease of use may be 
more important.

That means each of us will have to 
find a balance between these two 
issues based on our individual and 
business requirements.

The level of privacy on Zoom is being questioned after analysts discovered that 
the platform’s installer software has bugs that can be used to spy on people.
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On 24 March, Chinese Foreign 
Minister Wang Yi tried to push 
New Delhi into a tricky corner 

by seeking Indian Foreign Minister  
S. Jaishankar’s support to ward off  
the US’ remarks on the COVID-19 as 
a “Chinese virus” and squarely blame 
Beijing for failing to stop the spread  
of the coronavirus by providing the 
world with an early warning.

Now, it is common knowledge  
in world capitals that India and  
the US share a deep-rooted  
suspicion of China’s rise and its  
great power ambitions. And though 
the Narendra Modi government has 
made common cause with the US  
on several issues, it has finessed  
its foreign policy to maintain  
a functional working relationship  
with the Chinese government. 

Jaishankar carefully sidestepped the 
trap and avoided blaming any country 
for the global pandemic that has 
affected more than a million people 
worldwide and more than 2,000 
people in India as of 2 April 2020.

India wary of China
And although the two countries have 
agreed to collaborate on ways to 
control and fight the outbreak of the 
virus, New Delhi seems a little bit 
wary of China’s offer of assistance 
given the experience of countries 
such as Italy, Czech Republic and 
Spain, where Made in China testing 
kits have given an unforgivably high 
percentage of incorrect results.

It will also be difficult for India’s 
democratically elected government 
to ignore the sentiment of the people, 
which largely blame China for the 

Tilting closer towards Uncle Sam
The close cooperation between India and the US on ways to combat 
COVID-19 stands in sharp contrast to India’s transactional ties with China.

by Arnab Mitra

Highlights
• Given the long history of 

wariness in Indo-Chinese 
ties, India is building a strong 
partnership with the US to 
find ways to combat the virus. 

• While the government has 
made common cause with 
the US on several issues,  
it has also finessed its foreign 
policy to maintain a functional 
working relationship  
with China.

• The cooperation with the 
US on COVID-19 is only 
an extension of an already 
robust strategic India-US 
relationship.

THE BIG STORY

Despite a shared suspicion with the US of China’s handling of 
the pandemic, India has been careful not to blame any country.
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medical and economic crisis that is 
engulfing the entire world and causing 
job losses and other hardships in 
India. Influential sections of the Indian 
media and commentariat have written 
and spoken about how China first 
tried to cover up the story on the virus 
and then was less than transparent 
about the spread of coronavirus 
across that country and on the issue 
of human-to-human transmission.

Beijing’s global leadership gambit
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic 
hit the world, China had been making 
thinly veiled moves to challenge 
Washington’s global leadership 
position. So, it came as no surprise to 
analysts when the Chinese leadership 
claimed the upper hand in the fight 
against coronavirus by first declaring 
it had controlled the virus even as the 
United States and Western Europe 
struggled so visibly to tame this 
invisible enemy.

An India-US collaboration to quickly develop a COVID-19 vaccine will lay the 
foundation for a long-term relationship in original pharmaceutical research in India.

THE BIG STORY

EVEN BEFORE THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HIT THE WORLD, CHINA HAD BEEN MAKING THINLY 
VEILED MOVES TO CHALLENGE WASHINGTON’S GLOBAL LEADERSHIP POSITION.

China’s growing investment 
into India

Fosun acquired a 74% stake in 
Gland Pharma for $1.09bn.

Xinxing Group to invest 
$1.25bn in Karnataka.

Sany pledged $3bn to develop 
20,000 MW of wind and solar projects in India. 

The combined sales of Chinese mobile phone 
companies in India crossed $7.2bn in 2017-2018.

Dongfang Electric announced a 
$2bn investment plan over �ve years. 

BYD announced plans to make 
electric cars and buses in India.
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Vaccines, 
Ventilators 
and more

Combatting COVID-19
Given the long history of wariness 
in Indo-Chinese ties, it came as 
no surprise that India has jumped 
wholeheartedly into the partnership 
with the US to find ways to combat 
the virus – including research on  
a new vaccine – compared to the 
more transactional issue of buying 
Personal Protective Equipment  
(PPE) from China. 

Senior ministers and other officials 
have been in regular contact to work 
out the modalities of this cooperation. 
Recently, Jaishankar spoke to his 
counterpart, US Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo on two separate 
occasions on ways to strengthen 
the supply chains relating to global 
pharmaceuticals, healthcare  
and manufacturing.

China at the core of India-US ties
Importantly, they also discussed 
the Indo-Pacific Region – a clear 
indication that China was the 
800-pound gorilla in the (virtual) 
room – and the developments in 
Afghanistan. This is particularly 
significant as it indicates that the  
core of the relationship is still 
humming smoothly even though  
more immediate concerns, such  
as COVID-19, are grabbing  
the headlines.

Reading between the lines, it has 
become clear that cooperation 
with the US on COVID-19 is only 
an extension of the already robust 
strategic relationship – though 
tensions remain on trade. The virus 
has simply become another strategic 
issue that the two sides have decided 
to tackle together. With China, things 
aren’t obviously that simple. 

The transactional buyer-seller 
relationship on coronavirus-related 
equipment and other material doesn’t, 
therefore, have the same resonance 
as the close coordination on the issue 
between India and the US.

Read more on India-China 
ties on page 13. 

THE BIG STORY

Policymakers in India and the US and governments across the world will 
wait eagerly for the middle of April. That’s when we’ll know the results 
of a study on the clinical trials of Remdisivir, an anti-viral drug that can, 

depending on the test results, be used for treating COVID-19 cases. Gilead 
is an American research-based pharmaceutical company with deep links 
and a large R&D presence in India.  
 
In a parallel but unrelated development, the Serum Institute of India, the 
world’s largest maker of vaccines, has tied up with the New York-based 
Codagenix for the development of a COVID-19 vaccine. This will be ready for 
animal testing soon and could hit the markets in two years, if all procedures 
progress smoothly. 
 
The US has requested India to relax the ban on the exports of chloroquine 
and hydroxychloroquine, both of which have been approved by the US Food 
and Drugs Administration (FDA). India, which has long experience of dealing 
with infectious diseases is cooperating with the US for the development of 
vaccines and medicines to COVID-19. For example, India’s Transnational 
Health Science and Technology Institute and the Indian Council of Medical 
Research (ICMR) are collaborating with their US counterparts such as the 
Centre for Disease Control (CDC) and the US National Institute of Allergies 
and Infectious Diseases for this purpose. 
 
Then, keeping in mind the close ties between the two countries, the US 
administration has allowed companies such as Abbot, Sanofi Pasteur and 
GM to enter bulk supply contracts with India for diagnostic kits and ventilator 
machines. Such deals are being permitted only for the US’s closest friends 
and allies. 
 
A senior government official described the collaboration between the two 
countries on COVID-19 as an extension of their close strategic clinch and 
their mutual wariness of China. There is also a clear, if unstated, goal of 
trying to deny China the diplomatic advantage of emerging as the saviour of 
the world – from a problem that was created by irresponsible behaviour by 
the Chinese authorities in the first place. 
 
These collaboration agreements, he continued, are adding another layer to 
the already deep and widespread cooperation between the two countries 
on several scientific issues – ranging from defence to space technology to 
computing to cyber security. Almost every US technology company worth 
the name has large R&D centres in India, which do cutting-edge work for the 
global markets. 
 
Drug and pharmaceutical companies were the one missing link in this 
technology chain. The joint efforts to quickly develop a COVID-19 vaccine 
could help fill this critical gap and lay the foundation for a long-term 
relationship in original pharmaceutical research in India.
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Between late March and 
early April, an online survey 
conducted by the Takshashila 

Institution with a sample of 1299 
respondents, with 1156 from India, 
found that two-thirds of them held 
China responsible for the coronavirus 
pandemic. A significant number 
also felt calling the epidemic as a 
“Chinese virus”, words first used 
by US President Donald Trump 
or “Wuhan virus” was neither 
unjustified, racist or stigmatised.

A complicated relationship
For a country of more than 130 
billion people, the sample size 
may appear woefully small but any 

random survey across the length and 
breadth of the country or a scroll at 
the various social media sites would 
only confirm the prevalent feeling of 
mistrust and dislike for China among 
Indians. Relations between the 
world’s two most populous countries 
have generally been cold, they even 
fought a war in 1962, so the negative 
impact of the spread of the virus 
on China’s standing in the mindset 
of people of India is not surprising. 
The impact of it on India’s economy, 
however, necessitates a definite 
course correction. 

A global pandemic of this nature 
has undisputed repercussions 

The pandemic and the destruction it has caused is likely to 
force India to look beyond China, its largest trading partner.

by India Inc Staff

Highlights
• The virus that originated in 

China, disrupted the supply 
chain and put the Indian 
industry under duress.

• This disruption caused due 
to the overt dependence on 
China underlines the need for 
India to look at alternatives.

• The pandemic could just 
become the springboard for 
India and the US to engage 
further to counter China’s 
overall influence.

Coronavirus disruption makes 
India look beyond China

COUNTRY FOCUS

China accounts for almost 18 per cent of India's total merchandise imports 
especially in electronics, automotive components and pharmaceuticals.
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on every person on earth and 
economically is likely to deal a body 
blow to globalisation. India, however, 
finds itself particularly vulnerable, 
something that has already played 
out in the last two months.

An unhealthy dependence     
The underlying animosity 
notwithstanding, the two countries 
share strong bilateral trade ties. 
China was India’s largest trade 
partner between fiscal 2014 and 
2018, a position it only recently 
ceded to the US. In fiscal 2019, Sino-
India bilateral trade stood at $87.07 
billion in 2018-19 against Indo-US 
trade of $87.95 billion. During April-
December 2019-20, trade between 
the two nations was worth $64.96 
billion versus Indo-US trade of $68 
billion. Unlike with the US though, 
where India enjoys a trade surplus 
($16.85 billion), which means it 
exports more to the US than what it 
imports from there, it has a massive 
trade deficit of $53.56 billion  
with China. 

China accounts for almost 18 per 
cent of India's total merchandise 
imports and in some sectors 
like electronics, automotive 
components, solar equipment and 
pharmaceuticals, the dependence 
is big. Chinese smartphone brands 
currently command 51 per cent 
of India’s $8-billion smartphone 
market. For solar equipment, China 

was the source of import for 80 per 
cent of all solar cells and modules 
in India. A quarter of the automotive 
components worth over $4 billion 
in 2018-19 ($2 billion in the first half 
of 2019-20) came from China which 
also accounts for 60 per cent of 
electronic products and over  
80 per cent of antibiotics.

“There is not a single company in 
the world that produces everything in 
one country,” says Guenter Butschek, 
Managing Director and CEO, Tata 
Motors. “It’s the same with the 
automotive industry. You know we  
are rather weak as far as electronics 
are concerned.”

The virus, that originated in the 
Wuhan province of China, impacted 
its economy first which in turn 
disrupted the supply chain and 
put the Indian industry in all these 
sectors under duress. There is little 
the industry can do about it today. 

In many of these cases like printed 
circuit boards or semiconductors, 
India simply does not have the 
capacity and scale to manufacture 
components within the country 
competitively enough to make any 
sense for business. Yet, this overt 
dependence on China forms a 
soft underbelly for India Inc and 
underlines the need for it to look 
at alternatives. The pandemic has 
only exposed it. The most suitable 

option would be to either make it all 
in India or to look at other markets as 
alternate import destinations.

“We have asked our members to 
diversify their sourcing base and look 
beyond China. Not just temporarily 
but at a strategic, more long-term 
basis,” says A. Sakthivel, Chairman, 
Apparel Export Promotion Council. 
“We can easily extend this logic to 
other parts of the economy as well. 
The biggest lesson from this crisis 
is that it is not wise to put all eggs 
in one basket. Doing that makes us 
vulnerable in an unforeseen situation 
like this.”    

A closer US connect
Such shifts take time and are not 
easy to facilitate but an obvious 
option could be the US. India 
has much more in common with 
the US than with China and both 
countries share the mutual distrust 
for the dragon. Public opinion in 
both nations has also been equally 
swayed negatively against China 
in the wake of the virus. More 
importantly, the US has been for long 
pushing India to reduce the trade 
deficit. Substituting some of what it 
imports from China to the US, could 
be one way of doing that. 

At a more strategic level, the 
pandemic could just become the 
springboard for India-US relations to 
engage at a higher gear to counter 
China’s overall influence. COVID-19 
is likely to deal a body blow to 
China’s growing influence in the 
Asia Pacific region which manifested 
itself by the RCEP. India has already 
exited from the negotiating table 
last year. In the post-corona era of 
an altered worldview, many nations 
would contemplate on the best way 
forward. China may not be defeated 
but it could be pushed back.  

With the common goal of reducing 
dependence on China and 
minimising its influence around the 
world, it may result in the world’s 
biggest democracy and its biggest 
economy to come closer than ever 
before. Every crisis has a silver lining.  

COUNTRY FOCUS

The pandemic offers an opportunity for stronger  
US-India relations to counter China’s rising influence.
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A developer and manufacturer 
of cutting edge vaccines to 
treat coronavirus patients; 

a provider of financial assistance 
to countries struggling to cope 
with the global pandemic; rushing 
medical teams to foreign countries 
to provide succour and training to 
local authorities; and unveiling a new 
blueprint for re-imagining the very 
basis of globalisation – the Indian 
government has done all these and 
more over the last month, becoming, 
in the process, an indispensable and 
visionary partner of choice for  
a range of countries from the US 
to the South Asian Association for 
Regional Cooperation (SAARC) 
nations to the Group of 20 (G-20) 
richest nations in the world.

These developments, each quite 

significant in the context of the global 
medical and humanitarian crisis the 
world is passing through, mark a very 
definitive step in the passage of India 
from the ranks of global rule takers to 
that of the world’s rule makers.

History repeats itself…
History has been a witness to 
several momentous events reshaping 
the world order – with individual 
countries rising and declining in 
relative strength and influence. In the 
last century, each of the two World 
Wars presaged the emergence of 
a dramatic new world order. If the 
First World War saw the three great 
empires – of the Caliph in Istanbul, 
the Tsar in Moscow and the Kaiser 
in Berlin – vanish from the face of 
the earth, it also saw the birth of 
the Communist Soviet Union, the 

ANALYSIS

India emerges as a partner 
of choice amid COVID-19

By positioning itself as an indispensable collaborator 
to various countries, India is helping to shape a more 
benign post-coronavirus world order.

by India Inc. staff

Highlights
• India’s initiatives in the 

past month have made 
it an indispensable and 
visionary partner of choice 
for a range of countries 
from the US to the SAARC 
and G-20 nations. 

• All these developments 
collectively mark a very 
definitive step in the 
passage of India’s position 
from that of a global rule-
taker to being a rule-maker. 

• India is also showing the 
world that altruism can play 
a big role in world affairs.

India has made a unilateral commitment of $10 million 
to a SAARC fund to combat the spread of COVID-19.
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China’s rise is creating fear and anxiety in foreign capitals in Asia, Europe and Africa.

emergence of Saudi Arabia and  
the entry of the US as a major player 
in global affairs.

Similarly, the Second World War gave 
birth to the Cold War, the seemingly 
inexorable rise of the Soviet Union, 
the emergence of a new liberal-
democratic consensus in Western 
Europe and many other parts of  
the world and the Independence  
of several former colonies,  
including India.

The emerging paradigm
Many are wondering if the global 
COVID-19 pandemic will, in the 
future, be considered a comparable 
“bend” in the road, which takes 
the world on a trajectory and in a 
direction very different that of the past. 
The portents are cautiously promising. 
The world’s sole superpower, the US, 
looks increasingly reluctant to play the 
stabilising role it has essayed so well 
since the end of the last World War. 
Its main challenger, China, has shown 
every indication that it is willing to 

fill in the global gap left behind by 
a retreating US – even as its rise 
creates fear and anxiety in many 
foreign capitals in Asia,  
Europe and Africa.

A benign, balancing power
In this context, the collaboration 
between US biotech company 
Codagenix and the Serum Institute of 
India, India’s unilateral commitment 

of $10 million to a SAARC fund to 
fight the spread of COVID-19, the 
despatching of Rapid Response 
Teams (RRTs) to the Maldives and 
other SAARC nations to combat the 
outbreak of coronavirus and Indian 
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s call 
at the recent virtual G-20 summit 
to rethink the basic architecture of 
globalisation to focus on the collective 
interests of all nations rather than the 
competing interests of a few powerful 
ones offer the world a powerful 
blueprint of where enlightened 
collaboration rather than destructive 
competition can lead us.

By emerging as a partner of choice  
to a wide range of global and regional 
players, India is also showing the 
world that altruism can still play a big 
role in world affairs. And in doing so, 
Modi could be placing India as an 
indispensable collaborator that can 
balance the interests of rival power 
blocs and help navigate the world 
through the choppy waters it finds 
itself in.

THE WORLD’S SOLE 
SUPERPOWER, 
THE US, LOOKS 
INCREASINGLY 
RELUCTANT 
TO PLAY THE 
STABILISING ROLE 
IT HAS ESSAYED SO 
WELL SINCE THE 
END OF THE LAST 
WORLD WAR.
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Walt Disney Co launched 
its video streaming 
platform Disney+ in India 

via Hotstar. The revamp includes 
changing the interface of Hotstar, 
now known as Disney + Hotstar. 
The service offers access to over 
100 series including Disney + 
Originals and new kids’ content. 

All Disney+ movies and shows will 
be localised by dubbing or adding 
subtitles in Indian languages, 
including Hindi, Tamil and Telugu. 
Meanwhile, all Hotstar Specials, 
its Indian originals will be available 
across the globe too.

Uday Shankar, President, The 
Walt Disney Company APAC and 
Chairman, Star & Disney India, 
said: “We were planning to launch 
along with IPL, but decided to hit 
a pause and have a relook at the 
strategy amid concerns on safety 
and fear on Coronavirus. There is 
certain sobriety in the environment 
and we also want to be responsible 
and sensitive to that. But given 
that there is no fresh content being 
launched in the Indian market, 
we feel there will be a hunger for 
quality content, and that’s exactly 
why we decided to launch it now.”

Social media giant Facebook is 
planning to buy a 10 per cent 
stake in Mukesh Ambani-led 

telecom company Reliance Jio to 
expand its presence in the Indian 
digital market, in a deal estimated 
worth multi-billion dollars. 

In a move to consolidate digital 
platforms into a refined capital 
structure and simplify the process for 
strategic investors, the company had 
earlier announced the setting up of a 
new subsidiary to bring all its digital 
initiatives and apps under a single 
entity. Jio apps like JioTV, JioCinema, 
JioNews, etc will be brought under 
this new entity. The company has also 
infused $15.26 billion worth of equity 
into this new unit.

In recent months, Facebook has 
invested in multiple Indian start-
ups including edtech company 
Unacademy and social commerce 
platform Meesho.

Sony Pictures Networks India 
(SPN) signed a five-year 
extension deal with World 

Wrestling Entertainment (WWE) that 
will deliver WWE’s weekly flagship 
programme and localised content  
in India and the subcontinent.

As a part of the deal, SPN will have 
rights to air RAW, SmackDown, 
NXT, as well as WWE pay-per-view 
specials live on its sports and digital 
platforms in English, Hindi and 
regional languages.

For the first time, SPN will also curate 
content from WWE’s extension video 
library which includes live events, 
matches, interviews with Legends, 
reality shows, documentaries and 
more, on its own platforms.

James Rosenstock, Executive Vice-
President, International, WWE, said: 
“India is a strategically important 
market for WWE and Sony Pictures 
Networks has been an extraordinary 
partner in helping to grow our fanbase 
in the region, making it one of the 
most-watched sports properties. 
The expanded partnership gives our 
passionate fans new opportunities  
to engage with the WWE brand.”

Facebook to buy  
stake in Jio

Sony, WWE renew 
agreement 

Disney+ launches  
in India

US content companies 
focus on Indian viewers

American content streaming 
platforms are expanding offerings 
to target India’s large user base. 
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Saida Muna Tasneem, the High Commissioner of Bangladesh to the 
UK talks to ‘India Global Business’ about what ties India and the UK 
together in their developmental mission for the South Asian nation.

India-UK-Bangladesh tied 
together since genesis

SPOTLIGHT

Indian Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi was among the special 
guests invited for the centenary 

celebrations for Bangladesh founder 
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman in Dhaka in 
March because India had an intrinsic 
role to play in the country’s liberation, 
according to Bangladesh High 
Commissioner to the UK Saida  
Muna Tasneem.

However, that visit along with a 
host of other international visits 
were cancelled as the coronavirus 
pandemic threw worldwide itineraries 
into disarray. The celebrations on 17 
March, which coincide with the 100th 
birth anniversary of Sheikh Mujib – 
referred to as Bangabandhu or Father 
of the Bengali Nation – were to kick 
off a year-long series of events in 
Bangladesh as well as the UK. And as 
those stalled with the world focussed 
on dealing with the outbreak, the 

envoy was keen to highlight the 
message the events were set to  
send out.

India-UK coordination
“The roadmap of Bangabandhu’s 
journey is that he first stopped in 
London after his release from Karachi 
Jail in 1971, where he was officially 
recognised as the President of the 
independent state of Bangladesh and 
had bilateral meetings at 10 Downing 
Street. Then he was flown to Delhi, 
where he held a public gathering 
with the then Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi,” said Tasneem.

The diplomat traced the active role 
played by Indira Gandhi at the time 
alongside the then UK Prime Minister 
Edward Heath to seek Sheikh Mujib’s 
release from Pakistan.

“They collectively played a very 
proactive role in the release of 
Bangabandhu and to ensure he 
wasn’t harmed in any way. So, at 
the very genesis of Bangladesh, the 

Highlights
• The UK-Bangladesh 

relationship, that originated 
in the Raj era, as well as 
Bangladesh-India ties remain 
strong till date. 

• However, with the UK exiting 
the European Union, there is 
some concern over how these 
equations will be affected in 
the future. 

• The three-way India-UK-
Bangladesh tie-up is expected 
to help the country as it tries 
to shed its LDC label.

by India Inc. staff

Bangladesh is on track to graduate from its UN designated Least Developed Country (LDC) status but still has some way to go.
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relationships were clear and  
co-related and Bangladesh-India  
ties remain as strong till date, as  
do UK-Bangladesh ties,” she said.

Diaspora connect
Tasneem explains how the UK 
marked the first destination for the 
Bangladeshi diaspora as Bengalis 
started heading to Britain even during 
the Raj era, when Bangladesh was 
still a part of undivided India.

“They had tea plantations in Sylhet 
and most of them came on cargo 
ships as they were recruited to work 
for the British,” she recalls.

It was this diaspora which played 
an active role in the country’s 
self-determination movement and 
liberation from Pakistan, assisted by 
the Indian government. “We call them 
Bengali British diaspora because  
they really associated themselves with 
the Bengali nationalism movement,” 
the envoy explains.

Even today, the 800,000-strong 
diaspora continues to be a very 
important factor in Bangladesh-UK 
relations and are well-known for their 
curry houses up and down Britain.

“Last year, they sent $1.2 billion  
in remittances back to Bangladesh 
and this year, it is expected to be even 
higher. They are extremely patriotic, 
demonstrated in the fact that almost 
all of them have a dual passport.  
This keeps that connect with 
Bangladesh very strong and they  
are very actively involved in every 
sphere of society in Bangladesh,”  
she said.

Post-Brexit reality
Bangladesh is on the path to graduate 
from its United Nations designated 
Least Developed Country (LDC) 
status but still has some way to  
go until it can qualify as a middle-
income country. It has therefore 
enjoyed a Duty-Free, Quota-Free 
(DFQF) Generalised Scheme 
of Preferences (GSP) trading 
arrangement with the UK. However, 
with the UK exiting the European 
Union (EU) in January this year, 
there is some concern over how that 
arrangement will play out in the future.

In reference to Bangladesh’s central 
post-Brexit demand, Tasneem 
explains: “We should be eligible for 
graduation in 2024, with a grace 
period of another few years.  
From our side, what we are seeking 
from the UK is that 2030 is the SDGs 
[Sustainable Development Goals] 
cut-off point, and Bangladesh is 
performing very well on the SDGs. 

“Because we are getting the Duty-
Free status, our exports are strong, 
and manufacturing is strong. We 
would want the UK to continue the 
DFQF until 2030, until the SDG  
cut-off point.”

At the same time, the country is keen 
to negotiate a GSP-plus arrangement 
in a post-LDC situation.

“And we have been assured that our 
request will be considered, and the 
rug will not just be pulled from under 
our feet. They will give us a transition 
period to get used to the new tariffs,” 
she said.

Laboratory for development
Bangladesh prides itself with one  
of the highest GDPs in Asia with  
its growth rate at 8.13 per cent.  
While its relationship with the UK 
was seen through the prism of 
aid diplomacy between 1970 and 
1990, that relationship gradually 
transformed towards a more 
developmental partnership.

“The UK found Bangladesh to be an 
excellent laboratory for development. 
It’s a laboratory where they provide 
development assistance and it 
does really well. Performance-wise, 
Bangladesh was always seen as  
a top performer in development.  
The collaboration has got deeper 
to cover women empowerment, 
education, climate change,”  
explains the envoy.

As the country shares a similar 
connect with India, this three-way 
India-UK-Bangladesh tie-up is 
expected to play out in the coming 
years as the country gradually moves 
towards its graduation out of the  
LDC label.

"SO, AT THE VERY 
GENESIS OF 
BANGLADESH, THE 
RELATIONSHIPS WERE 
CLEAR AND CO-RELATED 
AND BANGLADESH-INDIA 
TIES REMAIN AS STRONG 
TILL DATE, AS DO UK-
BANGLADESH TIES"

A UK-India collaboration with Bangladesh can help 
address important issues such as women empowerment.
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We are all learning new 
things from this scary, 
uncertain and strange time 

in our lives. Question is, will we take 
away anything from these learnings 
or resume business as usual? This 
column does not intend to show data 
on emerging trends but is an attempt 
to note down the lessons that the 
COVID-19 outbreak and the ensuing 
shockwaves have taught us. It will 
be good to revisit this column in a 
year or so to see if we, as a global 
community, did indeed take these 
lessons on board.

One of the first realities that have 
hit the hardest is the fragility of 
health systems around the world. 
Vulnerabilities pointing at the 
lack of healthcare infrastructure, 
medical staff, vaccine research, 
among others, have been alarming. 
So, when this outbreak subsides, 
would governments around the 
world change their current view 
on healthcare policies? Public 
health has not been at the forefront 
of policymaking for a significant 
proportion of countries. One of the 
primary lessons that could be learnt 
from this episode is that we need 
an increased focus on preventive 
healthcare, research and  
medical technologies. 

Local and global supply chains might 
go through an overhaul. A news 
article suggests that in Maharashtra, 

Will we go back to business as usual or will we wise up 
from what we've learnt from these troubling times? 

Highlights
• A key lesson that could 

be taken from this 
outbreak is that we need 
an increased focus on 
preventive healthcare, 
research and medical 
technologies.

• The world has also 
witnessed the power of 
collaboration to fight  
this pandemic.

• We must learn to 
monitor the impact of our 
economic activity on our 
environment.

Lessons for a post pandemic world

by Vaibhav 
Kapoor

TRENDSPOTTING

COVID-19 has highlighted the fragility of healthcare systems worldwide, 
as countries struggle to cope with the pandemic.

India, the lockdown has acted 
as a catalyst for a long-awaited 
agricultural reform that ensures direct 
contact between farmers and urban 
households. The world noticed its 
overdependence on supplies from 
China as it became the epicentre 
of the outbreak initially. Should we 
choose to learn a lesson from this, 
companies across the world might 
look at diversifying their supply chains 
to other manufacturing hubs. Sadly, 
this could also mean more inward-
looking policies for various countries. 
Alternatively, this might also see an 
emergence of technologies which 
enable flexible and sustainable  
supply chains. 

Wellbeing
As a significant portion of the world 
is under lockdown, people are 
paying more attention to their mental 
health and personal wellbeing. As 
pointed out by an ex-colleague, the 
world is now waking up to the merits 
of the Indian/South Asian way of 
living. Routine terms from the Indian 
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VULNERABILITIES POINTING AT THE LACK OF HEALTHCARE 
INFRASTRUCTURE, MEDICAL STAFF, VACCINE RESEARCH, 
AMONG OTHERS, HAVE BEEN ALARMING. 

Vaibhav Kapoor is a finance 
and strategy professional 
with c.12 years of experience.

The world is now waking up to the merits of the Indian way  
of living and further embracing practices like Ayurveda.

subcontinent, like yoga, ayurveda, 
namaste are now global buzzwords. 
A renewed focus on personal hygiene 
would indicate that a lesson was 
learnt. The emergence of business 
models that cater to an increased 
focus on the above activities would  
be interesting to watch.

Increase in collaboration
In the race to fight the pandemic, 
the world has also witnessed the 
power of collaboration. An article in 
the New York Times highlighted that 
‘While political leaders have locked 
their borders, scientists have been 
shattering theirs, creating a global 
collaboration unlike any in history.’ 
In addition to the global scientific 
community, collaboration can also 
be seen in unexpected quarters. 
Founders, VCs and investors in India 
have come together to form the Action 
COVID-19 Team and a $13 million (Rs 
100 crore) fund that invests in start-
ups tackling challenges related to 
COVID-19. Press reports suggest that 
British American Tobacco is working 

on a plant-based vaccine. Automobile 
companies like Tesla and General 
Motors in the US, Maruti Suzuki in 
India, F1 teams like Red Bull are 
working on delivering ventilators, 
masks and other medical equipment. 
Sustained willingness to explore 
global collaborations like we are  
doing now will be a great ‘side-effect’ 
of this period.

Pollution levels drop
The last and probably the most 
significant lesson that we can 
learn from this is the impact of our 
economic activity on our environment. 
It is now obvious how devastating that 
is. In cities like Delhi and Mumbai, 
one can see a stark difference in air 
quality. Some press reports suggest 
that the water in the canals of Venice 
is now ‘blue and clear’ given the 
lack of motorboats, tourist boats. A 
couple of generations are probably 
witnessing this natural beauty for 
the first time in their lives! Anand 
Mahindra, in a recent letter to his 
employees, urged them to use the 

downtime to ‘Reboot, Reinvent and 
Reignite’ and introspect on how things 
can be done better in a ‘post-corona 
world’. While it is tempting to just focus 
on rebuilding the global economy as 
fast as possible, it will be a shame to 
not learn from these few months. As 
highlighted previously, the power of 
global collaboration can be harnessed 
to induce the same vigour we have 
now to fight climate change, push 
forward the Paris Accord, implement 
the Sustainable Development Goals 
and other such important issues.

If we, as a global collective, take 
these learnings on board and change 
the way we work and live, 2020 might 
well be the beginning of a new age  
in human history.
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The case for investing  
in education in India

South Asia is the second-lowest 
achieving region in the world, 
with less than 30 per cent 

of children achieving minimum 
proficiency level in math and reading. 
There are approximately 20 million 
children in India who are either not 
enrolled or do not attend school 
regularly. Without the opportunity 
to gain basic competencies, these 
children stand a small chance  

of meaningfully participating in the 
skilled labour market. Without skilled 
citizens, India will be unable to 
advance at the same pace as the  
rest of the world.

Unprecedented learning crisis
Most Indian children perform below 
grade level in both literacy and 
numeracy, which leads to reduced 
life chances and poor employment 
opportunities. As the crisis has 
become clear, the Government of 
India has started to focus increased 
attention on learning outcomes. 

Unfortunately, the pathway to 
achieving quality education is not 
as straightforward as just improving 
access. India remains well below 

EXPERT VIEW

by Ashutosh 
Tyagi

Highlights
• For individuals and families, 

education can lead to higher 
wages, improved health, and 
the ability to make effective 
choices that promote long-
term prosperity.

• The need for directing impact 
investment towards education 
in India is urgent and 
important.

• Innovative financing structures 
can go a long way in bridging 
the education gap in India.

A single dollar invested in an 
additional year of schooling in 
low-income groups in India can 
generate $10 in benefits.

Innovative financing structures 
focussed on outcomes can  
go a long way in bridging  
the education gap in India.
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international levels of educational 
achievement in both literacy and 
numeracy. This has a considerable 
impact on the workforce – less than 
10 per cent of the 495-million strong 
working population possesses an 
employable skillset, as per a 2018 
report by MSDF.

BIGGEST CHALLENGES

1. Scale and diversity 
The system is valued at $91 
billion. With 9.7 million teachers 
and 280 million students, the 
scale of the challenge cannot be 
underestimated. The challenge is 
exaggerated by India’s cultural, 
linguistic, environmental and 
resource diversity.

2. Access to education  
The government’s flagship 
programs, Sarva Shiksha 
Abhiyaan, the Right to Education 
Act and National Education Policy 
have resulted in a 99 per cent 
gross enrolment ratio at the lower 
primary level and 97 per cent of 

children in rural India aged 6-14 
are enrolled in school. However 
foundational learning in India is 
low by the benchmark of other 
developing countries. 

 
Only 14 per cent of children in 
Grade 2 in India can perform 

simple two-digit subtraction, 
compared to 87 percent  
in Malawi. 

3. Learning levels flatline 
Due to poor foundational 
learning, when children progress 
into secondary grades  
(7-12), there is a low level of 
achievement, and teachers are 
not equipped to provide remedial 
academic instruction.  
 
This results in a widening 
learning deficit that significantly 
reduces the child’s life chances 
as well as  the government’s 
return on investment in that   
child’s education. 

4. A high fiscal cost 
The cost of 250 million children 
not learning has implication 
on current finances of the 
government, equivalent to $129 
billion or 10 per cent of global 
spending on primary education. 
The learning crisis will undermine 
national development towards 
meeting India’s Sustainable 
Development Goals. Education 
underpins the achievement of 
health, economic, gender and 
poverty goals. If learning levels 
continue as they are now, the 
number of lives lost each year 
due to the failure to provide 
education can be expected  
to equal those lost today to  
HIV/ AIDS and malaria combined. 

The government is the largest 
provider of education in India despite 
a considerable migration to affordable 
private schools in recent years. 

India currently spends 2.7 per cent 
of its GDP on school education, 
considered both ‘insufficient’ and 
‘inefficient’ by the World Bank. 
Of this, 34.5 per cent is spent on 
infrastructure through the Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyaan, and anywhere 
from 50-80 per cent of the remaining 
budget is spent on teachers’ salary. 

This leaves little room to correct 
for quality in key areas of remedial 
education, non-academic 
development, curriculum  
development and teacher  
professional development.

Shortcomings in funding
• India’s education budget is less 

than half of what is needed to 
successfully meet the SDG’s

• State government spending is 
earmarked for teacher salary and 
administrative costs, leaving little 
capacity or capability to invest in 
system remediation.

• Non-state providers work at a 
small-scale relative to the size 
of the problem and, there are 
multiple small streams of non-
state interventions that cannot fix 
the larger issue at scale.

9.7M
Teachers

280M
Students

7,943,670
Schools

7,935
Towns & cities

3,961
Villages with population over 10,000

22
Languages to educate in

Courtesy: Social Finance India
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• There is inadequate attention to 
skilling the ecosystem around 
the school to address education 
challenges; all stakeholders 
around the school need  
to be accountable for  
educational outcomes.

• Philanthropic giving focuses  
on delivery over design, and 
funds through a flat structure 
which makes it difficult to  
correct course once a program  
is underway.

With much at stake, there is also 
much to gain from quality education. 
In fact, a single dollar invested in 
an additional year of schooling in 
low-income environments generates 
$10 in benefits. For individuals and 
families, education can lead to 
higher wages, improved health, and 
the ability to make effective choices 
that promote long-term prosperity. 
For societies, education nourishes 
stronger institutions, greater social 
mobility, and economic growth.  
This value is only going to  
increase over time. 

The need for directing impact 
investment towards education in 
India is urgent and important and 
innovative financing structures, 
focussed on outcomes, can go a  
long way in bridging the gap.

India Education Outcomes Fund, 
Social Finance India’s flagship 
initiative, aims to create an 
ecosystem of sustainable funding  
by bringing together key 
stakeholders to work together 
towards a common set of learning 
outcomes. It also aims to channel 
$1 billion towards improving learning 
outcomes and deliver on India’s 
Sustainable Development Goal of 
ensuring “inclusive and equitable 
quality education and promote 
lifelong learning opportunities for  
all” by 2030.

Ashutosh Tyagi is the Head 
of Social Finance India.

EXPERT VIEW

THE PATHWAY TO ACHIEVING QUALITY EDUCATION IS NOT 
AS STRAIGHTFORWARD AS JUST IMPROVING ACCESS. 

Education underpins the 
development of all other 
Sustainable Development Goals

1. No Poverty

2. Zero Hunger

3. Good Health  
    & Well Being

4. Quality Education

5. Gender Equality

6. Clean Water
    & Sanitation

7. Affordable &
   Clean Energy

8. Decent Work
& Economic Growth

9. Industry Innovation  
    & Infrastructure

10. Reduce Inequalities 

11. Sustainable Cities

12. Responsible
      Consumption &    
      Production

13. Climate Action

14. Life Below Water

15. Life On Land

16. Peace & Justice

17. Partnerships for 
     the goals

Courtesy: Social Finance India
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India’s real estate sector adopts 
largest remote working experiment 

The Indian real estate sector 
has seen a tumultuous run 
over the last two years. While 

office leasing activity has been robust, 
with 2019 breaching its previous 
high volumes, and private equity 
investments have been buoyant,  
the residential sector has  
experienced a lengthy slowdown. 

Some of the measures announced 
by the government to revive the 
residential segment had started 
to become visible with a marginal 
increase in sales and completion of 
stalled projects. However, the year 
2020 has begun with unforeseen 
events including downward revisions 
to India’s economic growth by most 

analysts, problems in the banking 
sector and – most significantly – the 
outbreak of COVID-19. The slowdown 
in economic growth had yet to 
cascade to the real estate sector 
before COVID-19 began, hampering 
the real estate decision making in 
India in March.

Biggest remote working experiment 
The pandemic has warranted greater 
stress on wellness and hygiene at 
the workplace. It has resulted in 
increased telecommuting, providing 
an opportunity for the biggest remote 
working experiment ever seen in 
India. As a result, we are now seeing 
occupiers accelerating adoption of 
technology and elucidating their 
cloud strategy to lessen the shocks 
from the abrupt switch to  
remote working. 

The effects of the outbreak have been 
felt most directly by the travel and 
tourism industry, not only due to the 
decline in inbound tourism but also to 
the ban on domestic travel, resulting 

Retailers shift to e-commerce and expand to online strategies for business continuity.

Highlights
• The present lockdown to halt 

the spread of COVID-19 has 
brought about the largest 
remote working experiment 
seen in India. 

• The retail industry has been 
hit hard and companies that 
had set up tech support 
centres are hampered, 
causing both industries  
to resort to online channels. 

• It is now critical for landlords 
and developers to ensure 
risk-mitigation measures to 
infuse confidence and attract 
occupiers as soon as the 
lockdown is over.

by Megha Maan

Gross absorption across big cities like Mumbai (pictured here) reached 58.6 million sq ft, a new high driven by expansion by occupiers.

GUEST COLUMN
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in a decline in occupancy levels 
in hotels. Most conferences have 
been rescheduled or are happening 
online, boosting the importance of 
e-meetings. The retail industry has 
also been hit hard as footfall and 
sales decline, particularly in shopping 
malls and even main street markets. 
This has provided opportunities for 
retailers to shift to e-commerce and 
expand offline-to-online strategies.

Delayed decision making by 
occupiers is likely to hamper space 
take-up. In 2019, gross absorption 
across the top seven cities in India 
reached 58.6 million sq ft, a new high 
driven by expansion by occupiers. 
However, gross absorption in 2020 
is likely to be lower as both business 
expansion plans and occupier 
strategies undergo alteration after  
the national lockdown mandated  
by the government. 

The operations of multinational 
companies that had set up tech 
support centres and global in-house 
centres are hampered, directly 
impacting their top line. Some 
occupiers that were not prepared for 

remote working are finding it difficult 
to continue routine operations.  
One expects the key sectors driving 
demand for leased office space 
– technology, banking, financial 
services, insurance (BFSI) occupiers 
and flexible workspace operators – 
to revise their expansion plans and 
wait till the third quarter before taking 
decisions. Hence, it is also likely 
that the occupancy levels in flexible 
workspaces will remain muted in H1 
2020 in key cities such as Delhi-NCR, 
Bengaluru, Mumbai, Hyderabad 
and Pune. It is now critical for 
landlords and developers to ensure 
risk-mitigation measures to infuse 
confidence and attract occupiers as 
soon as the lockdown is over.

Real estate investments in India 
On the investment front, according 
to data from Real Capital Analytics, 
institutional capital from Singapore, 
Hong Kong and mainland China 
accounted for 28 per cent of total real 
estate investment in India in 2019. 
There may well be delays in capital 
deployment due to slow decision-
making and caution among investors 
over H1 2020. However, in the long 

term, as investors from Asia look out 
for Grade A office assets offering 
steady returns, we expect them  
to remain positive towards India. 

Newer opportunities for data centres 
and industrial and manufacturing 
sectors are also arising due to the 
implementation of practices towards 
the next phase of industrial revolution 
popularly named as Industry 4.0.

A new dimension of doing business, 
the way we live, work and shop, 
is being adopted to ensure steady 
operations. The present lockdown 
has brought about the largest 
remote working experiment seen in 
India, and companies must invest in 
technology to enable remote working. 
All participants in property markets 
including occupiers, investors and 
developers must give priority to health 
and wellness and focus on business 
continuity plans. 

Megha Maan is the 
Senior Associate Director, 
Research at Colliers India. 

The COVID-19 impact has been felt most 
directly by the travel and tourism industry.

WE ARE NOW SEEING OCCUPIERS ACCELERATING ADOPTION OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
ELUCIDATING THEIR CLOUD STRATEGY TO LESSEN THE SHOCKS FROM THE ABRUPT 
SWITCH TO REMOTE WORKING. 
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Jyotsna Hegde, President of Sobha 
Realty in Dubai, has recently been 
recognised as one of the ‘Women 

of Influence in the Middle East’ in the 
corporate and business workspace 
this year.

Hegde wears this honour lightly, 
even though it captures the fruitful 
journey that she had embarked upon 
ever since she showed up with an 
appointment letter which tasked her 
with being a secretary to Sobha 
Group Founder and Chairman PNC 
Menon in 2004.

She remembers that fateful day vividly 
as it was the first day that fashioned 
the rest of her life as a professional. 
Her eyes roll back the years, as she 
peers closer into the screen of her 
cell phone during a zoom call, in 
this era of social distancing, to state 
definitely, “To be honest, I just wanted 
to make sure I got a paycheck at the 
end of the month,” she confessed. 
“I was initially living in Dubai, but I 
returned home to India with my son 
for personal reasons. In India, Sobha 
was the first company to give me a 
job. It was a survival thing. There were 

no other considerations, or strategic 
decisions – just a paycheck.” 

That initial paycheck has grown 
significantly along with Hegde’s profile 
in the company. Today, she manages 
the financial and operational divisions 
of Sobha Realty, Sobha Hartland 
Contracting and PNC Architects. 
In addition, she oversees strategic 
initiatives across the group’s 
subsidiaries and works closely 
with sales, business development 
and corporate relations teams. 
Identifying and pursuing the group’s 
growth prospects in new sectors and 
geographies is also part of her remit.

Hegde’s global view has resulted in 
the group opening a swanky Sobha 
Global Studio office in London, which 
overlooks Hyde Park. This decision 

is part of the overall plan for the 
company to list on the London Stock 
Exchange in the future. The other 
overseas address is a sales office in 
Shanghai, no doubt inspired by the 
expectation of Chinese investment.

London calling 
“From a branding perspective, 
the presence in London has done 
wonders for us,” Hegde admitted. 
“London is one of the financial 
capitals of the world and there is a 
varied presence of investors in our 
products – Indians, Arabs, Europeans 
and even Chinese – who have made 
the city their home. Being there gives 
us rare visibility and this explains the 
rationale behind our marketing office 
being located in a very upmarket 
area. It helps to spread awareness of 
our products which result in enquiries 
back in Dubai and the sales force 
close the deal from there.” 

When the world finally stops 
teetering precariously on its axis, 
a phenomenon brought about by 
widespread disruption and havoc 
inflicted by the coronavirus, the 
Sobha Group, according to Hegde, 

“Real estate 
opportunities in 
India are going to 
be unbelievable”

PROFILE

"IT WAS A SURVIVAL 
THING. THERE 
WERE NO OTHER 
CONSIDERATIONS, OR 
STRATEGIC DECISIONS – 
JUST A PAYCHECK.”

by Robin Chatterjee

Jyotsna Hegde, President of Sobha Realty in Dubai, 
discusses what makes India a promising real estate 
market in the future.
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will move forward in a measured 
manner to become a global company. 
“We have the wherewithal to do 
that,” she said. “Recently, Harvard 
University did a case study on us as 
a model of backward integration. We 
are the only company in the world 
which is fully backward integrated at a 
time when people are outsourcing as 
a way forward. We have total control 
on all our processes – from design 
and engineering to construction. We 
only build for our projects.”

In these testing times, Hegde 
confesses that the immediate 
priority would be to, “Consolidate our 
business in Dubai before embarking 
on the path to globalisation. Real 
estate is a geography driven 
industry. When we came to Dubai, 
it was a test for us to operate in a 
foreign environment. We have built a 
reputation for ourselves and feel that 
this model can be replicated on an 
overseas project. We are confident  
we can grow in different markets.” 

The global breakdown of markets 
notwithstanding, Hegde urges caution 
but offers cautious optimism to 

investors and owners. “The potential 
to buy will become greater in the next 
three to six months before normal 
activity resumes. China is coming 
back to normal and Africa cannot 
be ignored. Yes, we all need to re-
examine our targets at the end of 
May, but there is no reason to slow 
down efforts. The worst thing we can 
do is to take a step back. One cannot 
control the environment. 
 
"It is not the first time we have gone 
through situations like this and it  
won’t be the last either. This too  
shall pass. People get so fixated  
by the problem that they forget  
to look for solutions.”

But first things first, there is the 
challenge of taking a bigger slice of 
the real estate cake in Dubai. Hedge 
dismisses the theory of inventory 
overdose in the market to state, “Even 
in the worst of times we see that there 
is a market of about $8 billion (AED 
30 billion) of real estate business in 
Dubai. Year-on-year, the stats show a 
population increase. If the population 
goes up by 4 per cent a year, there is 
a significant pot to play with. Sobha 

does its business in a niche segment 
and, in this case, we have the 
potential to target $0.8-1 billion (AED 
3-4 billion) in annual sales. 

Opportunities in Indian real estate  
“Opportunities are also going 
to be unbelievable in India with 
falling prices. India is going to be 
unstoppable since there is a market 
within the country itself. The real 
estate sector should not be affected.”

Hegde’s ability to make considered 
assessments is a testimony to the 
hard yards that she has put into the 
real estate industry. The ability to graft 
and adopt a fair but no-nonsense 
approach into her projects. “I prefer 
to call a spade a spade and this is 
useful to the person I am interacting 
with,” she confessed. “I am an 
actioned-oriented person. That’s my 
strength. I didn’t go to an Ivy League 
school to earn a degree. I find such 
people have a regimented way of 
thinking. Their learnings are infinitely 
textbook. Nothing can replace 
practical knowledge. To be able  
to conclude things is the  
biggest gamechanger.”

PROFILE

Hegde believes real estate opportunities In India will increase with the falling prices.
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Non-banking finance 
company Aavas Financiers 
raised $60 million through 

debt instruments from the Asian 
Development Bank to improve 
access to housing finance for 
lower income borrowers in India, 
particularly women. 

The loan is disbursed under ADB's 
Supporting Access to Housing 
Finance For Women In Lower-
Income Groups and in Lagging 
States Project. Aavas will use the 
funds to provide housing finance to 
women in low-income communities 
either as primary borrowers or  
co-borrowers.

Susan Olsen, Senior Investment 
Specialist, ADB's Private Sector 
Operations Department, said: “It 
is very difficult for women in India, 
particularly in low-income groups, 
to obtain mortgage loans for 
their housing needs. This directly 
contributes to their low social 
status, vulnerability to poverty,  
and low bargaining power  
within households.”

Japanese tractor and machinery 
manufacturer Kubota Corporation 
bought a 10 per cent stake in 

      Indian engineering conglomerate 
Escorts Ltd for $136 million. 

Kubota’s investment will constitute 
a 9.1 per cent stake on a pre-capital 
reduction basis or 10 per cent on  
a post-capital reduction basis.  
Escorts will issue and allot 1.2 equity 
shares through a preferential basis  
to Kubota at an issue price  
of $11.16 per equity share.

Simultaneously, Escorts will acquire 
a 40 per cent stake in Kubota 
Agricultural Machinery India,  
the local marketing and sales unit of  
the Japanese company.

Nikhil Nanda, Chairman and 
Managing Director, Escorts, said: 
“This collaboration aims at leveraging 
R&D strengths of Kubota to offer 
cutting-edge products for domestic 
and export markets, serving 
customers in new markets and  
new product lines.”

Malaysian FPSO & FSO 
service provider Yinson 
Holdings Bhd acquired a 

37.5 per cent stake in Rising Sun 
Energy Pvt Ltd, which has two 
operational solar plants in the Bhadla 
Solar Park, for $7.3 million. 

The transaction is in line with 
Yinson’s strategies for its renewables 
division established in 2019. The 
deal supports the company’s 
vision of becoming a global energy 
solution provider, specifically for its 
diversification into renewable energy 
generation assets. 

David Brunt, Chief Executive Officer, 
Yinson Renewables, said: “India is 
an important growth market for its 
renewables segment, and the group is 
excited to be playing a part in India’s 
renewable growth strategy.”

Kubota acquires stake 
in Escorts

Yinson buys Rising  
Sun Energy stake

Aavas Financiers raises 
$60mn from ADB

Asian firms bet 
big on India

Indian companies struck deals with Asian corporations 
in sectors like machinery, finance and energy. 
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Almost exactly three years 
ago, World Economic Forum 
published the article “Why 

Sweden beats other countries at just 
about everything”. This still holds true. 
In global rankings, Sweden frequently 
appears at or near the top, which  
is why Indians or international 
business leaders should consider 
Sweden as the next attractive 
investment destination.

Sweden welcomes foreign firms
Sweden leads in innovation, has 
a highly educated workforce, 
sophisticated consumers, renewable 
energy at extremely low cost, 
openness to international business 
ownership and a stable economy. 
Currently, there are over 14,000 
foreign companies present, employing 
more than 700,000 people directly. 

Sweden has an open, liberal and 
international business environment. 
As a smaller nation, Sweden has 
traditionally always been export and 
investment-oriented. Nearly 46 per 
cent of the country’s GDP comes 
from exports. Forbes has ranked 
Sweden as the world’s second-best 
country to do business in, mentioning 
fast company establishment, swift 

business processes, no restrictions  
or disadvantages for foreign investors, 
clear rules for employment and 
redundancy of employees, and  
a competitive corporate tax 
framework as key factors. Currently,  
at 21.4 per cent, Sweden has one  
of the lowest corporate taxes in 
Europe, which is set to be reduced 
further from 2021. Also, there are  
no withholding taxes or other local 
taxes levied on business profits. 

Strategic location
Sweden functions as a gateway 
to the world’s 10th largest market 
block in the world – the $1.7-trillion 
Nordic market. Sweden with its 
$550-billion economy is also the 
largest of the Nordic countries. 
International companies consider 
Sweden as a great location for 
a company headquarters, for 
centralised marketing operations or 
for distribution centres to reach other 
countries in the region. Especially, 
since it is the only country that has 
around-the-clock distribution from 
ten different hubs to all the big cities 
in the region. The Swedish national 

Sweden, a hotbed for sustainable innovations
Indian businesses should consider Sweden as an attractive investment destination. 

Highlights
• A highly educated workforce, 

availability of renewable 
energy at low cost, openness 
to international business 
ownership and a stable 
economy make Sweden an 
ideal investment destination.

• Sweden with its $550-billion 
economy is the largest of the 
Nordic countries

• Sweden is ranked as the most 
innovative country in the EU.

by Anders  
Wickberg

HOTSPOT

Sweden is the gateway to the world’s 10th largest market block, the $1.7-trillion Nordic market.
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market by itself is also attractive 
to international companies as the 
country has one of the highest  
GDP per capita in Europe with  
nearly $54,500. 

Leader in innovation
Sweden has long been a leader 
in innovation and is ranked as the 
most innovative country in the EU 
and the second globally. Innovative 
multinational corporations and 
recognised brands like Ericsson, 
Volvo, Scania, Tetra Pak, IKEA, H&M, 
SAAB, Atlas Copco, and AstraZeneca 
saw their daylight here. Sweden has 
also given birth to world-class start-
ups such as Skype, Spotify, Klarna, 
Mojang and Truecaller. Overall,  
3.3 per cent of the GDP is spent on 
R&D, one of the highest in the world. 

This innovative environment also 
creates an attractive ecosystem for 
global companies. One example is 
Geely who established an innovation 
centre in Gothenburg in 2018.  
Li Shufu, the founder and owner  
of Geely, says: “Sweden possesses 
an attractive combination of both 
being a nation of historically 
successful multinational companies 
and at the same time growing new 
ideas and businesses. That an 
entrepreneurial company like Geely 
chooses to locate in Sweden is  
a natural step in our ambition to go 
global with continued innovativeness.”

Globally competitive
Sweden has one of the highest 
productivity per employee rankings 
in the world, it is the fifth most 
automated country with 240 industrial 
robots per 10,000 employees and  
a frontrunner in digital transformation, 
ranking third in Huawei Global 
Connectivity Index.

First-class infrastructure
Sweden has a large network  
of roads, railways, waterways, ports  
and airports. For Swedish companies 
to compete on an international 
market, it’s of the highest importance 
that the infrastructure is reliable,  
of high quality and able to withstand 
the challenging climate.

Quality of life
Sweden is seen as the most ethical 
country with high transparency and 
low corruption, as well as the country 
with the most progressive social 
and economic policies. The quality 
of living spaces, education and 
healthcare is excellent, and balancing 
career and family life is easy. It 
has been ranked third on “the best 
countries to live in” index. 

Attention from India
There has been a growing interest 
from Indian companies who want to 
access the large market or to take 
advantage of the technology and 
innovation landscape it offers. There 
are currently more than 60 Indian 
companies in Sweden, mainly in 
the field of ICT, pharmaceuticals 
and manufacturing, employing 
over 6,000 people. Sun Pharma, 
Kemwell, Cadila, TCS, Wipro, HCL, 
L&T, Tata Autocomp, Bharat Forge, 
Aditya Birla Group are some of the 
leading companies having large-scale 
operations in Sweden. 

Proactive government 
The Government of Sweden  
is always proactive in supporting 
foreign investors who want to 
establish and expand in Sweden. 
Business Sweden – the Swedish 
Trade and Investment Council – is the 
official investment promotion agency, 
under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Business Sweden helps corporates 
identify investment opportunities 
in Sweden and its services include 
giving strategic and practical advice, 
providing market reports, carrying 
out site search and selection, and 
providing guidance through legal 
regulations from company registration 
and recruitment to migration law. 

Anders Wickberg is Trade  
and Invest Commissioner  
to India at Business Sweden.

HOTSPOT

Sweden is ranked as the world’s second-best country to do 
business with no restrictions or disadvantages for foreign investors.

14,000
Foreign companies present

700,000
People directly employed

5.4M
Total workforce

46%
Country’s GDP that comes from exports

21.4%
Lowest corporate tax rate in Europe

OVERALL, 3.3 PER CENT 
OF THE GDP IS SPENT 
ON R&D, ONE OF THE 
HIGHEST IN THE WORLD.
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Times Internet-owned video-
on-demand streaming 
platform MX Player 

launched its over-the-top (OTT) 
media services in the US, the UK, 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, 
Bangladesh and Nepal. 

The company will also bring its 
integrated 'everytainment' vision 
to each of these new markets, 
combining its top-grade offline 
video playing capabilities, online 
streaming library and other 
entertainment options.

With over 175 million monthly 
active users, MX Player is already 
one of India's leading OTT 
services provider. This foray into 
international markets has the 
potential to add 100 million users  
in multiple geographies.

Streaming premium content for 
free, the ad-supported platform 
hosts a large repository of over 
10,000 hours of licensed content 
from creators and partner 
platforms such as FilmRise, 
Shoreline, Screen Media, Sonar 
Entertainment and Tricoast, 
amongst others.

Automotive major Mahindra & 
Mahindra plans to acquire a 
5 per cent stake in Algeria’s 

Eurl LD Azouaou. The Mumbai-based 
automaker has signed an agreement 
to invest $150,000 in Eurl LD in an 
all-cash deal and the transaction is 
expected to be completed in  
May 2020. 

Incorporated in 2011, Eurl LD 
Azouaou is in the business of 
assembling and distribution of tractors 
in Algeria. It achieved a turnover of 
$2.4 million (282.16 million dinars) 
during the last year.

This investment will help the Indian 
company re-enter the Algerian 
agricultural machinery equipment 
market. This is M&M’s second 
investment this year.

State-owned Hindustan 
Shipyard Ltd (HSL) and 
TAIS, a consortium of five 

Turkish shipbuilders, have signed a 
$2.3-billion deal to jointly design and 
build five 45,000-tonne fleet support 
vessels (FSVs) for the Indian Navy.

As a part of the deal, TAIS will carry 
out the modernisation of the local 
shipyard, designing of the ships, 
engineering services, planning 
and management of production, 
preparation of shipbuilding material 
specifications and main materials.

TAIS had evolved as the lowest 
bidder for a contract to manufacture 
the FSVs at the Vizag-based HSL 
last year, however, the deal was put 
on hold by the Indian government 
after Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan’s persistent rants over 
Kashmir. The contract was signed  
by HSL after approvals were issued 
by the Indian Ministry of Defence.

M&M to buy stake in 
Eurl LD Azouaou

HSL signs $2.3bn 
Turkish shipyard deal

MX Player enters 
several foreign markets

Indian firms emerge 
as global players

Indian companies are steadily making 
their presence felt in foreign markets. 
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Companies are increasingly  
under mounting pressure from 
a range of stakeholders to 

play a more active role in addressing 
social and environmental issues such 
as global health challenges, climate 
change, and gender inequality, which 
go beyond the normal corporate 
philanthropy. Employees – millennials, 
in particular – not only want their 
employers to have a greater sense 
of purpose, but also seek an active 
role in a company’s societal impact 
efforts. In addition, customers are 
increasingly attuned to information 
related to an organisation’s social and 

environmental impact – information 
that is shaping their buying decisions. 

Moving beyond CSR
Most corporations turn to Corporate 
Social Responsibility programmes 
(CSR) to ensure that the organisation 
and the employees engage in 
philanthropic activity aimed at 
addressing local and global initiatives. 
However, even well-planned 
regular CSR programmes don’t do 
enough. This is because they don’t 
focus on aligning internal business 
processes with internal and external 
sustainability. 

Total Societal Impact or TSI as it is 
known enables businesses to capture 
and assess the economic, social, and 
environmental impact (both positive 
and negative) of their products, 
services, operations, and activities 
on society and the environment. By 
implementing TSI to their corporate 

SOCIAL IMPACT FOCUS

Total Societal Impact is the new mantra among 
businesses that consider an overall benefit to society. 

Highlights
• Companies are under 

mounting pressure from 
stakeholders and customers 
to play a more active role 
in addressing social and 
environmental issues.

• A TSI approach considers the 
complete benefit to society 
from a company’s products, 
services, operations, core 
capabilities, and activities.

• Companies that actively 
rethink on how to improve their 
TSI stand to reap concrete 
business rewards.

Boardrooms are replacing CSR with TSI

Companies are under mounting 
pressure from a range of 
stakeholders to play a more active 
role in addressing social and 
environmental issues.

by Darshita 
Gillies
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SOCIAL IMPACT FOCUS

strategy businesses can improve 
their products, increase its longevity 
in the market and a reduce the 
risk of negative, even cataclysmic, 
events such as the recent COVID-19 
pandemic. 

A business case for TSI
While it may seem like a daunting 
task to align current strategy with TSI 
and make a genuine attempt to create 
a net positive impact, it is imperative. 
Companies that recognise these 
shifts and actively rethink on how to 
improve their TSI will stand to reap 
concrete business rewards. 

While it has been said that TSI can 
be confusing and difficult to quantify, 
measuring it is actually quite easy  
if we align on common metrics  
as a baseline.  

The 17 UN Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG’s) underpinned by 169 
targets and 244 indicators, agreed 
by 193 countries, are the world’s 
to-do list for the next 10 years and 
are the blueprint to achieve a more 
sustainable future for all.

Achieving the SDG’s requires active 
participation from the private sector 
as the impact enablers and a key 
stakeholder in enabling global 
sustainability. The SDG parameters 
are concrete milestones that we 
can achieve together and provide 
a globally unified framework for 
measuring TSI. 

Impact = an idea x implementation 
A meticulous implementation of 
TSI strategy will be a clear win-
win. Businesses will be able to 
significantly increase the value of 
their companies and create strong 
and loyal customers, while boosting 
their bottom line. Communities and 
societies around the world benefit 
from a higher standard of living. 
Making a lasting impact for the 
greater good is great insurance  
for a company to stick around for  
the long run.

Darshita Gillies is the Founder 
and CEO of Maanch.

CUSTOMERS ARE INCREASINGLY ATTUNED TO INFORMATION RELATED TO AN 
ORGANISATION’S SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT – INFORMATION THAT 
IS SHAPING THEIR BUYING DECISIONS.

Understand where you are and 
where you need to go.

Map out key business process 
and stakeholders and their 
impact – positive and negative.

Create an exit strategy for 
products, processes, activities 
that have a negative impact 
(internally or externally).

Create a strategy to amplify 
and scale initiatives that have 
a positive impact (internally 
or externally).

1.

Four steps any company can 
take to initiate the process: 

2.

3.

4.

Companies that constantly improve their TSI stand to reap concrete business rewards.
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Indian doctors have often been 
referred to as the backbone 
of the UK’s National Health 

Service (NHS), with an estimated 
60,000 medics from India working 
for the state-funded health service. 
However, over the years, they have 
been lobbying against what they 
believe is an unfair Immigration 
Health Surcharge (IHS) imposed  
on them.

The IHS, introduced in April 2015,  
is imposed on anyone in the UK on  
a work, study or family visa for longer 
than six months in order to raise 
additional funds for the NHS.  
In his Budget statement in March, 
UK Chancellor of the Exchequer 
Rishi Sunak announced that the 
charge would be further hiked from 
£400 to £624 per year, which came 
as a blow to this group of medics 
who had been hoping for a reprieve.

The British Association of Physicians 
of Indian Origin (BAPIO), the main 
representative body for Indian 
doctors in the UK lobbying against 
the IHS for many years, argues 
that the surcharge is discriminatory 
and unfair because these overseas 
workers already pay their due share 
of National Insurance contributions, 
superannuation and income tax. 
Besides, the medics themselves are 
directly contributing to the NHS – the 
institution for which this surcharge 
has been set aside.

Financial burden 
The financial burden of the surcharge 
is particularly high, given that it is 
imposed on each dependant family 
member and adds up to a pretty 
steep bill for the year.

This, in turn, inhibits the ability of 
BAPIO to assist with the recruitment 
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from the surcharge alongside  
an automatic fee-free  
one-year visa renewal for  
foreign doctors.

An estimated 60,000 medics from India are currently working for the NHS.
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of much-needed additional Indian 
doctors to fill vacancies within the 
NHS on a win-win basis, by giving 
Indian doctors the chance to benefit 
from world-class UK training.

Unfair and discriminatory
As these doctors donned their 
scrubs and gloves to step into the 
coronavirus battlefield, BAPIO once 
again shot off a letter to British Prime 
Minister Boris Johnson to reiterate 
the unfairness of this additional 
financial burden being imposed  
on them – doubled from this 
year as a result of the Budget 
announcement.

“We request you to remove the 
health surcharge with immediate 
effect. The NHS has been in a 
workforce crisis for several years,  
but now with the COVID-19 
epidemic, there has never been 
a worse time for an overstrained 
service, and we require all the help 
we can get to meet the challenges,” 
read its letter sent to Johnson, even 
as he entered self-isolation after his 
COVID-19 diagnosis.

COVID-19 impact
The penny on the unfairness of this 
additional burden seems to have 
dropped only after the world began 
initiating different forms of expressing 
their gratitude to the medical 
community on the frontlines of the 
coronavirus fightback, including “clap 

for carers” in the UK and similar 
efforts in India and around the world.

UK Home Secretary Priti Patel 
recently announced an exemption 
from the surcharge alongside an 
automatic fee-free one-year visa 
renewal for foreign doctors whose 
visas are set to expire by 1 October, 
in light of their battle against the 
coronavirus pandemic for the 
country’s NHS.

Patel said: “Doctors, nurses and 
paramedics from all over the world 
are playing a leading role in the 
NHS’s efforts to tackle coronavirus 
and save lives. We owe them a great 
deal of gratitude for all that they do.

“I don’t want them distracted by the 
visa process. That is why I have 
automatically extended their visas – 
free of charge – for a further year.” 

Future rethink
It is an important first step towards 
righting a wrong that should have 
been addressed much earlier,  
given the history of the NHS  
being bolstered by Indian medics 
over decades.

Even today, they have been at the 
front of the queue when answering 
the UK government’s call for retired 
medics to consider returning to the 
frontline to help with the massive 
workload amid the coronavirus crisis, 
which continues to bring thousands 
of patients through hospital doors  
on a daily basis.

“By offering to return to the NHS 
now, these thousands of well-
qualified and compassionate people 
will make more of a difference than 
ever before – not just to patients, 
but to colleagues and the wider 
community,” says Professor Stephen 
Powis, National Medical Director  
for the NHS.

However, it is important that this  
also marks a turning point in the  
way these experts are treated in 
future and scrapping a clearly  
unfair surcharge would be a step  
in the right direction. 

The UK Home Secretary has exempted foreign doctors from the 
healthcare surcharge, as they help battle the pandemic in the UK.
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THE PENNY ON THE 
UNFAIRNESS OF THIS 
ADDITIONAL BURDEN 
SEEMS TO HAVE 
DROPPED ONLY AFTER 
THE WORLD BEGAN 
INITIATING DIFFERENT 
FORMS OF EXPRESSING 
THEIR GRATITUDE TO THE 
MEDICAL COMMUNITY 
ON THE FRONTLINES 
OF THE CORONAVIRUS 
FIGHTBACK.
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India’s promise to its foreign investors
LAST WORD

The Indian government has 
been ahead of the curve 
in meeting the COVID-19 

crisis head on. And even as Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi and his core 
team have been working on an exit 
strategy from the lockdown, another 
arm of the government, its foreign 
investment facilitation agency, Invest 
India, has been burning the midnight 
oil addressing queries from both 
foreign and Indian investors and 
also facilitating the acquisition of 
equipment critical to the fight against 
the coronavirus.

Invest India on the job
The Invest India portal received 1,857 
queries till Day 13 of the lockdown 
and resolved 1,477, a success rate in 
excess of 79.5 per cent. The average 
resolution time was four hours. 
The maximum number of queries, 
expectedly, came from Maharashtra, 
Gujarat – the two most industrialised 
states in the country – and Haryana. 
The movement of workers from their 
places of work to their native 
places made the biggest news 
headlines over the first few days of 
the lockdown. Not surprisingly, this 
issue – and the movement of critical 
personnel within cities – dominated 
the list of queries Invest India was 
bombarded with.

Despite the national lockdown, the 
Invest India portal was active 24/7 
responding to and resolving queries 
from investors across the world and 
across different time zones. 
The queries keeping coming at 
every hour of the day – with about 
two-thirds of all questions flooding in 
between noon and 11 pm.
 
Invest India helped large multinational 
companies such as MasterCard and 
AstraZeneca obtain passes for their 
employees and helped keep their 
services ticking even as the rest of 
the country was in total 
lockdown mode.

Reaching out to foreign missions
Over this period, India’s investment 
facilitation agency has reached out 
to 12 foreign missions – the UK, 
Germany, Japan, Malaysia, China, 
Indonesia, Singapore, Taiwan, 
Russia, Sweden, Denmark and South 
Korea – for obtaining best practices 
and a list of suppliers of essential 
medical facilities.

It also helped secure donations 
of 30,000 test kits for the Indian 
Council of Medical Research (ICMR) 
through the Indian High Commission 
in Singapore and helped the 
government source critical medical 
equipment by liaising with Indian 
missions in capitals around the world.

Problems faced by investors
Invest India also held a series of 
discussions with key stakeholders 
such as American companies and the 
United States India Business Council 
(USIBC), Swedish companies among 
others. It helped resolve logistics 
issues and also sorted out the 
inclusion of certain essential products 
and services under the exemption list 
with potential for contribution to 
medical equipment demand through 
local manufacturing.

It’s Start-Up Challenge on finding 
solutions to the COVID-19 crisis 

received 454 applications from 22 
states. The maximum applications 
received are on movement tracking, 
geofencing, personnel protective 
equipment and large area sanitisation.

Human touch – saving lives 
It wasn’t only businessmen who 
Invest India responded to. Take the 
case of 12-year-old Roshita Banerjee, 
a stroke-paralytic suffering from 
Moyamoya, a rare blood vessel 
disorder, who urgently needed 
Peptamen, a nutritionally-complete 
peptide-based formula specifically 
designed for people who cannot 
digest or absorb nutrients from 
conventional foods, in Indore.

This item was not available anywhere 
in Madhya Pradesh. With just one 
packet left that would last her five 
days, it was a race against time. 
Invest India worked tirelessly, with 
Delhivery and Blue Dart, to ensure 
that the package reached her all the 
way from Ahmedabad in time.

So, even as the rest of the country 
remains under lockdown, for very 
good reason, the Government of India 
is walking the extra mile to reassure 
businesses that India has not 
forgotten its promise of rolling out and 
maintaining the proverbial red carpet 
for foreign investors.

Even as India remains under lockdown, the Indian Government 
is walking the extra mile to reassure foreign businesses.
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